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2014-20 Budget, LEP Strategies

Europe
The big news is the approval of the 2014-20 budget (MFF - Multiannual Financial Framework). 
Political agreement was reached on 12th November after all night negotiations, followed by a 
European Parliament vote on 19th, agreement at Council of Ministers due 2nd December.

The draft Regulations, originally proposed in October 2011 will now be formally approved - these 
define how the Structural Funds operate (Partnership Contract, Thematic Objectives, Community-
led Local Development, Financial Instruments, Monitoring Committee, Evaluation, Flat rate, Lump 
sum, Unit costs…). The European Commission can now agree Partnership arrangements for the 
Member States’ Operational Programmes, so that these programmes can start as soon as possible. In 
England, the programmes may not start until summer 2014 at the earliest.

Europe 2020 is the Europe wide strategy for Smart, Sustainable and Inclusive Growth, and the 
Structural Funds deliver this strategy - supporting social, economic and territorial cohesion. 
Territorial - or place based - is a new requirement for the 2014-20 Programme.

According to the draft Regulations, a minimum of 20% of ESF has to be spent on Inclusion, with a 
strong focus on the Themes, in particular on Enterprise, Innovation, ICT and Low Carbon.
Over the whole of the programme, ESF should be 52% for the better off areas (Cheshire and 
Manchester) and 40% for the Transition Areas (Cumbria, Lancashire and Liverpool).

England
BIS (Business Innovation and Skills) is leading the negotiations for the next European Programmes, 
working with the other government departments as appropriate, including DWP (ESF)  and DCLG 
(ERDF). Sue Baxter, who leads within BIS has twice come to the North West to speak at events 
organised by Network for Europe.

A year ago, BIS announced the 39 LEPs will take the lead in developing European Strategies, then 
sent out guidance in April and July. A combined Programme Management Committee for both the 
England ESF and ERDF Operational Programmes has been created, with its first meeting as a 
shadow Growth Board on 13th September.

Three and a half people from the Partners are seconded to support BIS to develop the next 
programme. One from Universities, one and a half from Local Government (North East full time, 
Manchester part time), with Sandra Turner for the Third Sector (NCVO).

LEPs had a deadline of 7th October to submit their draft European Strategies to BIS (document plus 
spreadsheet), and BIS has stuck to its tight schedule. All of the 39 strategies were examined for fit 
with the ten themes, eligibility, managing authority, local issues etc.  Network for Europe has been 
supporting this process, in particular seconding people to national thematic appraisals, around 
Innovation (Smart Specialisation), Low Carbon, ESF (Employment and Skills and Inclusion) and 
Financial Instruments (for Social Housing and for the Social Economy).



Reports went to the second shadow Growth Board of 6th November, and from 7th November, 
comments were fed back at meetings with each LEP and through a standard form. A general letter 
from BIS went to all LEPs on 14th. The LEPs will work up their proposals in more detail - in most 
cases, this involves more discussion and negotiations over the Opt Ins and stronger justifications for 
actions (the intervention logic). Further guidance on Outputs and Results is due in the next few 
weeks. LEPs were asked to be clearer on leadership for innovation (smart specialisation), show they 
have learnt lessons from enterprise support in previous programmes, and be more specific about 
both targeted areas and results under social inclusion and employment and skills. BIS asked for 
more detailed proposals for cross-LEP collaboration, and encouraged a more holistic approach to 
sustainable development. It welcomed the commitment to equal opportunities in most strategies, 
and encouraged the involvement of local partners with expertise in equality and anti-discrimination. 
BIS asked for more evidence on market failure, local need and demand for Financial Instruments.

LEP
The LEPs were originally set up as light touch Private Sector led groupings, and have had to change 
to be able to prepare for their new role for European Funding, not least by involving a wider 
partnership, and by gaining a better understanding of inclusion and environmental issues. They have 
been helped in this by the Local Authorities and the Third Sector.

In the North West, we are in a good position, as the five LEPs follow the old County boundaries, co-
terminus with Europe’s NUTS 2 and Transition Areas, and English funding areas. In other parts of 
England, this is not often the case, and there are even overlaps. LEPs are also now working up their 
overall Economic strategies (not just Europe). Network for Europe has been working with the 
LEPs, as well as with the various Third Sector organisations in each area in the North West, but 
every LEP is different .

Following the feedback on 7th of this month, the LEPs are working rapidly to put together more 
detailed information. They are likely to ask for comments from partners in December/January, with 
final revisions early in January, before getting the Strategies signed off, ready to be sent to BIS for 
the end of January. BIS and the other Departments will be in frequent contact with the LEPs in this 
period, so that BIS is able to stitch together the 39 Strategies into the ESF and ERDF Operational 
Programmes, and then submit them to the European Commission. BIS expects to approve the LEP 
Strategies by end March.

North West LEPs - current responses to some VCS issues
Opt Ins - Although BIS perhaps expected most LEPs to rapidly sign up to the Opt Ins, that has not 
been the case. Generally, LEPs have wanted more clarity, more local control and greater flexibility. 
MAS, UKTI and Growth Accelerator now seem likely to be accepted in most areas, although 
negotiations are continuing. For Skills Funding Agency and the (delayed) DWP proposals there is 
further work to be done (and there appears to be no cash match). Big Lottery is providing cash 
match and is part of Lancashire, Cheshire and Cumbria plans, still under discussion for Manchester 
and Liverpool. Memorandums of Understanding for the Opt Ins are being created. While several 
areas are keen on supporting jobs and firms delivering energy conservation and generation in 
housing, most are following mechanisms other than the EIB Opt In for this.

Community Led Local Development - Cumbria and Cheshire are building on previous experience 
in CLLD to look at developing this activity, with Lancashire exploring the options, and Manchester 
looking at SID instead. Liverpool is only looking at perhaps a very few areas.

Social Innovation - Plenty of support, especially in Liverpool, Manchester and Cheshire, building 
on the strengths and experience of the Third Sector. 



Local Impact Fund - Each of the five LEPs are actively supporting the Local Impact Fund. The 
Liverpool Trial (in the current programme - SENW and SIB) is expected to feed in evaluation and 
learning from best practice, and Social Investment Business is developing a Fund of Funds to 
deliver local funds while using economies of scale.

Social Enterprise - Extensive references to Social Enterprise, developing a culture of enterprise 
and entrepreneurship, accessing match funding, delivering on growth and jobs, tackling wider 
issues including local jobs and inclusion. Wrap around support leading to the Local Impact Fund. 
Each LEP is different, with Manchester developing the Social Innovation Driver (SID), Lancashire 
looking for strong growth.

Community Grants - Expected to be in all - specific item in Manchester and Liverpool

Financial Instruments - Manchester putting over half of its ERDF into this mechanism. 
Merseyside not decided on fund manager, others expect NW Fund and Evergreen.

Brief view of each NW LEP draft Strategy,  and VCS issues
Cumbria  €91.4m
After a refresh, two Board members have good links to Social Enterprise.
Looking at local employment programmes, delivered by local partnerships with a track record of 
supporting people into jobs. Linked to this would be local inclusion programmes, targeted at the 
more disadvantaged communities, delivery, amongst others, from the Third Sector working with the 
Local Authorities, and exploring using CLLD.

Cheshire  €142.2m  (larger allocation than might have been expected)
Third Sector formally represented on the LEP Board (Chris Baker - Learning Together, until end 
December) plus Sector represented on the five Strategic Priority Working Groups. Discussions and 
proposals for the Local Impact Funds. NFE worked with local partners who prepared a document 
on Community led Local Development.
Six Imperatives. Smart specialisation; Attract and retain young people; Market and technology 
change; Lever spatial excellence; Restore productivity premium; External connections.
Well placed to maximise opportunities from Low Carbon Environmental Goods and Services.
Social Enterprises to deliver local social and environmental benefits alongside growth, a growing 
contribution to urban and rural economies, tackling market failure, enhancing service provision.
Some persistent pockets of worklessness - address barriers to work, support active inclusion 
through the use of local initiatives. Develop locally specific initiatives including through CLLD, 
support capacity of social enterprises and community groups to address local support needs.
Employer led skills agenda, and addressing skills gaps. Working with partners with expertise in 
promoting equality of opportunity
Supporting social innovation - early proposals from VCS. Appetite to ensure active leadership and 
the involvement of local people - opportunities to test a social innovation approach, in particular for 
needs of an aging population, improving skills base and employability, and opportunities for young 
people. Significant experience from local partners.  55:45  ERDF:ESF.
Actively involve communities in the development and delivery of activities to address local issues.
LEP Board met on 7th to receive feedback - hearing positive messages, need to consider delivery 
capacity. Discussions over strategic functions between the LEP and Local Authority, to deliver 
growth and public service transformation. LEP will become a company limited by guarantee.

Lancashire  €266.3m
While the LEP Board has no Third Sector members, there has been good involvement from the 
Sector, especially through Social Economy. Challenge is to link business and jobs growth with 
disadvantaged communities. Lancashire ranges from relatively affluent areas to several large areas 



of severe ingrained deprivation. Interventions by both public sector and voluntary/community 
sectors, and support from the social enterprise sectors will be vital to increase participation. 
Significant interventions will be needed to break the cycle of deprivation and create opportunities 
for local residents.
Six themes. Key infrastructure & resilience; Business growth & innovation; Growth sectors & 
supply chains; Inward investment; Skills for growth; Creating opportunities for disadvantaged 
communities.

Liverpool City Region   €221.9m  (smaller allocation than might have been expected)
Considering a Combined Authority. No Third Sector representation on the LEP Board. One 
representative on the European technical group (Advisory Partnership Group) - Andy Churchill of 
NFE, and NFE has a direct relationship with the LEP to link to the Sector. Governance will be 
reviewed soon.
Liverpool and Sheffield have applied for a Judicial Review of their funding.
Youth unemployment over 25% so extra funds for 2014 and 2015 - must draw down equal ESF and 
match (€26.7m from Youth Employment Initiative, €26.7 from ESF and €26.7 match). 
Five Portfolios. Blue/Green; Business; Innovation; Inclusive; Place & Connectivity.
Local Partners, with long experience and track record. Integrated approach. VCS strong in City 
Region.
Energy efficiency and resource efficiency in enterprises, retro fitting housing.
2014 International Business Festival.  Track record of supporting social enterprise and 
entrepreneurship for disadvantaged groups. Want to specifically increase female entrepreneurship. 
Social and Health Innovation.
Innovative approaches to employment, skills and poverty issues. Young people - NEETS.
LCR long tradition of social innovation and a strong social enterprise sector. Pilot LIF will be 
expanded. Investigating CLLD. Skills for Growth Bank. Small grants programme
 
Greater Manchester  €415.6m
Manchester has its own local Programme Monitoring Committee, met three times in shadow form, 
Third Sector now has two representatives (Fay Selvan and Alex Whinnom), with Network for 
Europe providing VCS briefings.
Growth and Reform. Greater Manchester is a Combined Authority, will follow a Growth and 
Reform Plan. Over 60% of ERDF to Financial Instruments (£116.5m).
Supporting reform - and investable propositions which can lead to cashable recyclable savings.
Addressing economic inactivity at the heart of strategy - goes hand in hand with stimulating growth.   
Fundamental is a successful transition to low carbon economy.
Six areas. Competitive places; Knowledge economy; Competitive business; Low carbon; Skills 
employment and inclusion; Supporting reform.
Social Innovation Driver (SID), looking at societal challenges - cities, ageing, health, social 
inclusion, supporting physical and economic regeneration of deprived communities and the 
development of emerging innovative funding models
Progressive and extensive GM Third Sector has a significant role to play. Through SID - capacity 
building for a more independent and sustainable Sector, backed by LIF and other support. Extension 
of Community Grants programme. Consultation underway - deadline 16th December.  http://
www.networkforeurope.eu/consultation-greater-manchester-draft-european-investment-
plan-2014-2020.	
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Contact us - for further information or feedback - info@networkforeurope.eu

NFE is part funded by ESF and ERDF
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